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Getting out of a rut is all about 
changing our mindset. It is normal 
for any of us to get into ruts at 
times. Life is constantly filled with 
challenges, and it is only natural to 
get stuck and succumb to negativity 
when we find ourselves 
overwhelmed with whatever we 
feel paralyzed by. 
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We tend to be more pessimistic when we are 
preoccupied with our past or overly concerned 
about our future. Obviously, it is not hard to be 
positive when we are on that high roll. It is when 
we hit those low points that we can find ourselves 
feeling hopeless; such as after a breakup, losing a 
job, navigating through long-term grief, or any 
other disappointing event or situation in our lives. 
Our vulnerability can quickly turn to desperation 
because we have lost that feeling of certainty and 
stability from within ourselves.
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Sometimes we may 
find ourselves stuck 
in a rut simply 
because life has 
become dull and 
stagnant. As much as 
it is a blessing to have 
a life of contentment, 
it can also become 
too predictable and 
monotonous. Life 
should always offer 
some spontaneity to 
keep it fun and 
exciting. Many times, 
too much of the same 
old, same old can 
cause us to become 
bored and unhappy. 
We should make it a 
point to always put 
ourselves out there 
and continue to 
stretch our comfort 
zones a bit. 
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Whatever has caused you to feel 
stuck in a rut, it’s important to take 

baby steps and learn to listen to your 
own guidance system. This gives you 

a chance to find the confidence, 
motivation, and inner strength to 

start moving forward again. 
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Here are 10 
steps to get 

yourself out 
of a rut:
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1. Stop constantly trying to 

please everyone else. As 

hard as it may be, find 

time away from others, 

especially those that tend 

to generate persistent 

negativity. Take a break 

from social media! 

Concentrate more on 

yourself and your needs. 
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2. Begin by paying more 
attention to your thoughts 

and doing your best to 
constantly shift your focus 
towards the present and 

more positive things

7
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3.Watch motivating TV 
shows, listen to uplifting 

music, watch inspirational 
movies
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4. Be good to yourself…get a haircut, 

manicure/pedicure, massage, etc.
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5. Declutter, 

reorganize, 

and 

personalize 

your home 

and 

workplaces
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6. Start a journal. List things to 
be grateful for, write out small 
easily attainable goals and set 
a date to achieve them by 
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7. Research things 
of interest on 

the web
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8. Do something spontaneous:

Go for a walk, go 
to the park, take a 
day trip…anything 
out of the normal 

routine

Check out 
the library

Go out to 
breakfast
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9. Join a club, or a group, take a class. 

Help out a neighbor or volunteer. 

Make a point of trying new things and 

meeting new people
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10. Hire a life coach and 

collaborate with an 

experienced professional 

who is invested in you and 

your quality of life! 
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Getting stuck in a rut 
from time to time is 
normal and just another 
part of navigating 
through life. When you 
acknowledge that you 
are in a rut and you get 
to the point that you are 
ready to get yourself out 
of it, you will find 
yourself working 
through these ten steps 
(give or take some of 
your own personal ideas 
and strategies). Life can 
be your opportunity to 
continue growing if you 
choose to live it that 
way. Every time you 
push through and pull 
yourself out of a rut, you 
will be that much 
stronger, confident, and 
liberated, and your life 
will be that much more 
fulfilling overall!  
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Working with a life coach is one of  the most beneficial ways to 

getting yourself  out of  a rut. A life coach is someone who will be 

that outside force working with you towards building your 

motivation, inner strength, and self-esteem so you can become 

more self-empowered and feel the desire to go out and really create 

the life that you want to live. My area of  expertise as a life coach is 

all about self-development. The more you improve yourself  from 

the inside out, the more your life naturally becomes a pure 

reflection of  you! This is what creates, not only, more desire for 

living, but also more happiness, more confidence, more fulfillment, 

and more empowerment overall! Check out the following pages to 

find out all that I offer as a self-development coach. You can 

register for any of  my services on my website at 

www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com or by emailing me directly at 

giselle@selfempowermentcoaching.com

Wishing you all the best, 

Giselle Buonomo

Self-Development Coach & Confidant

“Take Charge of Your Life…
It all Starts with Yourself!”

Self Empowerment 
Coaching Services

http://www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com/
http://www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com/
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Classes & Programs
Self-development takes a tremendous amount of  effort and 

commitment and even though it is an individual journey for us 
all, there are a lot of  benefits to learning through group 

coaching and collaboration. Therefore, I conduct classes and 
programs to communicate powerful information that can be 
used in conjunction with my personal services, or all on their 
own, for anyone looking to improve themselves and their lives.
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Webinar:
Five Steps to Lasting Change by 
Making or Breaking any Habit 

Permanently

It’s time to Change Those Habits for Good! 

We all know how difficult change can be and our daily habits are the 
hardest part of  it all! Why are habits so tough to make or break? 

Because they are part of  our comfortable lifestyles. When we choose 
to stop living on autopilot and start living on purpose, we realize that 
we have the ability to EMPOWER ourselves! This class will give you 

back the self-discipline you need to be the best you can be, with a 
proven process that you can follow to change any habit and transform 

yourself  for the better! 
Join 

Giselle Buonomo - Self-Development Coach & Confidant 

for this informative and life-changing webinar:

www.theselfrealizationfoundation/habitswebinar
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8-Week Coaching Program: A Complete 
Guide to Me, Myself & I

A Step-By-Step Path to Self-Discovery & Development
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Are you ready to take charge of  

your life and make it better? It is 

never easy to implement change 

and move past feeling stuck; 

however, it is well worth the 

effort to overcome those 

obstacles and limitations that 

keep us from being our best 

selves. My workbook and 

corresponding eight-week 

program, A Complete Guide to 

Me, Myself, and I, is invaluable 

in helping you break through to 

your personal journey towards 

happiness. These courses are 

designed to assist you in digging 

deep from within and 

discovering the answers you 

need to positively transform 

yourself  and your life. Here is a 

breakdown of  what each course 

will focus on…

http://www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com/


Course 1: Discover Yourself

This is the beginning of  your journey, with 
Course 1: Understanding Self  Realization & 
its Importance in Your Life. Turn your 
attention from others to yourself  and begin 
to see your individuality. Stop living just to 
please others and step out of  your comfort 
zone to start taking charge of  your life. 

theselfrealizationfoundation.com
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Course 2: Find Your Purpose 
& Begin Setting Goals

In this class, you will venture further with Course 2: 
Awakening to the Self. Start asking yourself  questions 
that will enable you to know what makes you tick. 
Begin to change your routine and let go of  people and 
situations that are one-sided and unhealthy. Set some 
goals and build the motivation to go after them. 
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Course 3: Become 
Your Own Authority

The next step added to your path is Course 3: 
Constructive Rebellion. Take a stand and find 
your voice, the secret game plan to achieving 
success on YOUR terms. Become your own 
individual with the courage to “walk your 
talk”. Boost your confidence in being yourself !
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Course 4: Balance Responsibilities & 
Cultivate Passions

This week’s attention is on Course 4: Accountability & 
Creativity. Build proper boundaries to instantly improve 
your important relationships; even with the most 
difficult people. Find more “ME” time, lighten your 
stress load, and generate the freedom and focus to 
unleash your creativity.
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Course 5: Improve 
Emotional Intelligence

In this class, you will dive deeper within yourself  with 
Course 5: Inner Evaluation. Understand and energize 
your mind, spirit, body connection. Learn how to 
identify and accept ALL your emotions. Let go of  your 
past, reduce your anxiety about the future, and focus on 
the present. Think, feel, and act better as you grow from 
within. 
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Course 6: Develop 
Healthier Coping 

Skills
You move along with Course 6: Resistance. Push 
thru your tendency to resist change and discover 
how to keep your motivation on track. Let go of  
unhealthy habits and incorporate empowering ones. 
Handle life’s challenges with determination. 
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Course 7: 
Pause to 
Sharpen 
your Vision

The focus this week is 
on patience with Course 
7: Passivity. Find out 
how to go with the flow 
of  life and prioritize the 
activities that make your 
goals rewarding and 
achievable. You will also 
develop self-discipline to 
be able to deal with the 
inevitable chaos of  
change. 
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Course 8: Achieve 
Self-Empowerment

In this final week, there will be a discussion on what 
you are experiencing regarding inner & outer changes, 
as we come full circle in Course 8: Attainment, 
Completion & Renewal. We will pull it altogether and 
celebrate your success. In reviewing your progress and 
lessons learned, you will set the stage for new horizons. 
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Purchase the Self-
Help Workbook
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We all have it within us to be able to empower ourselves, no matter 

what. Unfortunately, even those in our lives with the best 

intentions can continue to generate a sense of  co-dependency and 

struggle. It does not have to be this way…and it should not be this 

way for anyone! Anything worth doing takes a strong will to stay 

positive, be proactive, and continue to forge ahead, even when you 

feel you do not have the right resources or support, and everything 

seems completely hopeless. What I know is that if  you dig deep 

within yourself, you can garner the motivation and courage to 

create a more fulfilling life for yourself. This is exactly what my 

workbook can help you figure out, This step-by-step process will 

enable you to reexamine your priorities, encourage you to find the 

confidence and motivation to broaden your horizons, support you 

to develop deeper and more meaningful relationships, and inspire 

you to make those positive changes that will yield more of  your 

own happiness and success. No matter where you are right now, 

you DO have the POWER to…

Take Charge of  Your Life…It all Starts with Yourself !

Order my workbook on Amazon today:

https://www.amazon.com/Complete-Guide-Myself-Step-

Step/dp/0692119299

*You can buy the workbook to work through on your own or 

along with registering for the corresponding 8-week course: 

www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com/classes-programs
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Individualized 
Coaching Services
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For those who prefer private one-on-one 

assistance towards their personal goals

www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com/coaching-services
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Monthly Coaching Packages
Life Coaching is a cumulative process. 
This means that it is imperative that 

there is a working relationship 
established between the client and the 

coach. Results are measured by the 
client’s receptiveness and actions. There 

are no quick fixes; therefore, the best 
results are experienced through gradual 

understanding and implementation.

*All services begin with signed contract and full payment at first session
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Personal Empowerment Coaching
Support & Collaboration Towards Daily Self-Improvement

Do you suffer from fluctuating stress and anxiety? Do you struggle at 
times with indecisiveness and lack of  clarity? Are you simply stuck in a 
rut? Do you want to make some changes and could benefit from an 
accountability partner? Our everyday living can be difficult even for those 
who have stronger resolves and self-reliant natures. It may not be that 
you are looking to make monumental changes, however; maybe what you 
could use is just a bit of  assistance. As an independent person, I know 
the struggle between priding myself  on being liberated but also realizing 
that I am only human, and I too need support from time to time. Life 
Coaching is all about this! It’s about empowerment of  all kind! That 
means that you may just need to partner up with someone to get a 
recharge and then you are set to move forward once again on your own. 
In all honesty, everyone could go further in their lives from working with 
a life coach. Reach out today and sign up for a few sessions of  coaching 
and refresh, reboot, and amp up your own driven nature once again. 
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Career Coaching
Progress to a More Fulfilling Career

Do you feel stuck in an unfulfilling career? Do you want to go to the next 
level in your job and advance yourself ? Do you feel you would be happier 
doing what you do but for a different company? Are you just beginning or 
starting over in the job market and looking for a new direction to go in? 
My specialization in career coaching will help guide and inspire you to 
achieve more of  your professional goals. I can work with you on all 
vocational logistics including job searching; resume building, cover letter 
writing, and interviewing strategies. I can also help you to grow 
professionally by assisting you in building your confidence, working on 
your leadership skills, as well as polishing your performance, all while 
creating the proper boundaries to develop better professional relationships. 
Get in touch today and start taking control of  your life with my career 
coaching tools and techniques.
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Relationship Coaching
Build Stronger, More Connected Relationships

Are you looking for a long-term committed relationship? Are 

you looking to re-establish deeper connections within your 

current relationship(s)? Are you more of  a solitary individual 

but long to build a better rapport with others and possibly 

find a special partner? Are you going through a break-up or 

looking to end an unhealthy relationship and in need of  

support? Relationships are so essential to a fulfilling life; 

however, they can be quite challenging as well! It’s important 

to know yourself  and be solid in what you want out of  your 

personal, close connections. I assist many individuals to 

strengthen their own sense of  self-love and worthiness to 

build stronger communications and bonds with others. My 

job is to give you the tools and techniques to work on those 

important relationships in your life, including the one you 

have with yourself. After several coaching sessions, you will 

become well-versed at handling many relationship goals and 

issues. Get in touch now to schedule a session. 
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Entrepreneurship Coaching
Build a Successful Enterprise from Your Passion

Have you always dreamed of  working for 
yourself ? Are you in a position in your life 
to consider taking a step towards becoming 
an entrepreneur or business owner? There is 
so much to consider logistically when it 
comes to building any type of  business. 
Each step in the process is very important 
and there really are no short cuts. 
Regardless of  what you pursue and how 
you go about getting the material elements 

theselfrealizationfoundation.com

you will need to be your own business professional; you must keep in 

mind that any successful endeavor begins with YOU! Whether you 

are selling a service, a product, or both, what you are really selling is 

yourself. Many times, people have a great concept and they become 

extremely enthusiastic to bring their dream to reality. The problem 

is, they often find that rushing in too quickly causes their endeavor 

to fail, simply because they did not grow enough within themselves 

to know how to truly be of  service to others. Self-development is the 

most crucial step to building a successful business. Growing your 

authenticity is what will empower you to know your own purpose 

and how to take that purpose and offer it to others in a way that 

works for THEM. Through a series of  consecutive coaching 

sessions, I can give you the essential knowledge and tools to begin 

pursuing your professional endeavor. Contact me today so we can get 

you started in igniting your passions, developing your authenticity, 

and shaping the life of  your dreams.
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Single Coaching Sessions

Single coaching sessions are most beneficial 
after working through one of  the individual 

coaching packages or after any group-
oriented coaching class or program. Once 
there has been an initial relationship set up 
between the coach and the client and the 

client has established an effective, proactive, 
and functional foundation for themselves, 

single sessions are worthwhile to invest in as 
a possible ongoing once a month coaching 
continuation. Single Sessions are 1-hour in 

duration 
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Let’s Chat!
Not sure if  coaching is for you? Then, let's get 

acquainted. Contact me and we'll set up a time to 
speak online through video. We can discuss where 

you are presently and what you are looking to 
accomplish in your life. You'll come away from that 

conversation with a second opinion, a fresh 
perspective, and a possible concrete game plan 

toward achieving what you want. 

www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com/service-
page/online-coaching-consultation
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Take Charge of Your Life…
It all Starts with Yourself!

Contact me today and…

Giselle Buonomo
Self-Development Coach & Confidant

giselle@selfempowermentcoaching.com

(585)713-3986

www.theselfrealizationfoundation.com
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